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Mukhtasar Al Quduri Arabic And
English
The present English translation reproduces the original
German of Carl Brockelmann’s Geschichte der
Arabischen Litteratur (GAL) as accurately as possible. In
the interest of user-friendliness the following
emendations have been made in the translation:
Personal names are written out in full, except b. for ibn;
Brockelmann’s transliteration of Arabic has been
adapted to comply with modern standards for Englishlanguage publications; modern English equivalents are
given for place names, e.g. Damascus, Cairo,
Jerusalem, etc.; several erroneous dates have been
corrected, and the page references to the two German
editions have been retained in the margin, except in the
Supplement volumes, where new references to the first
two English volumes have been inserted. Supplement
volume SIII-ii offers the thee Indices (authors; titles; and
Western editors/publishers).
This catalogue describes over 2,000 Arabic manuscripts
acquired by the Princeton University Library since the
1950s, providing information on an important collection
of Arabic works, many of which were previously unknown
or unrecorded. Originally published in 1987. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously
out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The
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goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by Princeton University
Press since its founding in 1905.
The intention in compiling this brief commentary on the
section of commercial law (Kitab Al Buyu) from the
Mukhtasar of Al Quduri is to assist the layman and the
early learner in understanding the various fiqhi
terminologies and concepts in the manner laid down by
the classical authors on Hanafi jurisprudence. A firm
grasp of these fundamental concepts in the initial years
of study will lay a solid foundation for a student to later
build upon the more detailed books and also when
applying his to contemporary issues of commercial law.
The compiling author has attempted to convey the
explanation of the masail and indicate the background
reasoning in a simple manner without excessive
reference to technical jurisprudential terminology,
generally used by Arabic commentators, leaving this for
the student to discover directly from these commentaries
themselves or in later studies. About Imam Quduri He
was the eminent jurist of Baghdad, the Imam Abul
Husayn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Jafar ibn
Hamdan, famously known as Al Quduri, born in 362 AH
(973 CE). He studied fiqh under Abu Abdullah
Muhammad ibn Yahya Al jurjani who was the student of
Abu Bakr Ar Razi. Among his notable students was Abu
Al Nasr Ahmad ibn Muhammad Al Aqta. He narrated
hadith from Muhammad ibn Ali Ibn suwayd Al Muaddib
and Ubaydullah ibn Muhammad Al hawshabi. The chief
justice Abu Abdullah An Damaghani narrated hadith from
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him and so did Khateeb al Baghdadi. Imam Al Quduri
distinguished himself in fiqh due to his intelligence. He
went on to become the leader of the Hanafi scholars in
Iraq and rose among them in status and fame. He was
from the Ashab At Tarjeeh i.e jurists who analyzed the
strength of differing verdicts in the schools ann were
qualified to give preference to one over the other. He
passed away on Monday, the 15th of Rajab 428 AH.
Brockelmann’s History of the Arabic Written Tradition
offers bio-bibliographic information about works written in
Arabic and their authors, with an emphasis on
manuscripts from the classical period. This originally
multivolume reference work is divided in chronologically
organized sections, which are subdivided by literary
genre. Individual entries typically consist of a
biographical section and a list of the author’s works in
manuscript and print, with references to secondary
literature. The “Brockelmann”, now also available in
English, is an indispensable research tool for anyone
working on the Islamic world in general and the Middle
East in particular.
About The BookWe are happy to introduce a translation
of the famous classical Hanafi Fiqh Manual called Nur alIdah (The Light of Clarification) by Imam Hasan bin
Ammar bin Ali Al-Shurunbulali who is described as one
of the greatest scholars of the his time (b. 1580). This
edition covers: The basics of purification (classes of
water, containers, residual foods or drinks, etiquettes of
performing the call of nature etc.), wudu, ritual bath, dry
ablution, wiping over footgear, rules related to
menstruation and postnatal bleeding, The basics of
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prayer (the call to prayer [adhan and iqaama], how the
prayer is performed, its sunna, wajib and obligatory
actions, what nullifies it and what does not), witr,
taraweeh, prayer of a traveler, prayer of a sick person,
making up missed prayers, catching the congregational
prayers, prostrations of forgetfulness, recitation and
gratitude, Friday prayer, Eid prayer, solar and lunar
eclipse prayers, fear prayer and prayer for rain. Included
are the supplications in Arabic.Arabic Supplications and
Audio: The audio for the Arabic supplications is at your
finger tips. Just scan the QR code next to each
supplication with your smartphone or tablet and listen
This history of Middle Eastern women is the first to
survey gender relations in the Middle East from the
earliest Islamic period to the present. Outstanding
scholars analyze a rich array of sources ranging from
histories, biographical dictionaries, law books,
prescriptive treatises, and archival records, to the
Traditions (hadith) of the Prophet and imaginative works
like the Thousand and One Nights, to modern writings by
Middle Eastern women and by Western writers. They
show that gender boundaries in the Middle East have
been neither fixed nor immutable: changes in family
patterns, religious rituals, socio-economic necessity,
myth and ideology—and not least, women’s
attitudes—have expanded or circumscribed women’s
roles and behavior through the ages.
A complete, newly translated edition of al-Adab al-Mufrad, the
most famous collection of Prophetic traditions on manners
and morals, with a pioneering commentary by Adil Salahi.
The Final Book of divine revelation translated into easy
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readable English.
This book describes the importance of prayer and its
requirements. It describes what is essential for the disciple in
terms of the external acts and its inner secrets of prayer, and
revealing its refined hidden meanings in terms of humility,
sincerity and intention. Presented to the English speaking
public is a translation of two chapters of Ghazal's great work,
Ihya .ulum al-din. The chapter is entitled kitabasrar al-salah
(the book of the secrets of prayer and its requirements). This
translation was originally carried out by E E Caverley which I
have edited in places to give the reader a clearer
understanding of the text and correcting the Quranic
references. I have also included in the book the prophetic
narrations in the original Arabic to give the reader of Arabic a
fuller flavour of the intended meaning. The two chapters
selected are entitled "fefadail al-salahwa al-sajudwaaljama.hwa al-azaanwaibarihaÃ¯" (virtue of the prayer,
prostration, congregation, call to prayer and its precepts). And
the third chapter from the book entitled fee shuruut al-batinah
min a.amaal al-qalb. (Inward stipulations for the acts of the
heart) The first chapter generally focuses on the pre-eminent
status of prayer and its superiority over all other forms of
worship in Islam. Instilling in the one who is about to initiate
the prayer the enormity and seriousness of the action. The
second chapter in the book focuses on the mind-set of the
one who is engaged in prayer, humility being a fundamental
pillar in this regard. Imam Ghazali also offers practical
remedies to attain this status of humility and describes the
base nature of heedlessness before one's Creator. I hope this
book acts as a means of proximity since nothing can facilitate
this noble goal to reach one's Lord but the Prayer. But
prostate in adoration, and bring thyself the closer (to Allah)
Surah Alaq.19
This text contains an up-to-date list of the published
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catalogues on Islamic law contained in the British Library
collection. Entries are classified throughout by subject and
date, and a pragmatic approach has been adopted for the
formal entries which are supplemented by first lines quoted in
Arabic script and references to bindings and other special
features. Each volume in the series is fully indexed in both
Arabic script and romanization by author and title.
A translation of Abu Shuja' al-Asfahani's introduction to
classical Islamic law, Matn al-Ghayat wa al-Taqrib. This
enduring classic covers the full range of basic topics within
the Shafi'i school of law. It includes the full Arabic text and
notes to point out where later Shafi'i jurists have differed from
the author, Imam al-Nawawi's preferences, and minor
clarifications and explanations.
Almost unique among the works of Muslim scholars, this
book, which for Malikis is THE Risalah, was written for
children when the author was 17 years old. The sheer
pedagogical audacity of introducing children to what is in
effect a complete overview of life and human society escapes
most people and most Muslims today. The author
commences with usul ad-deen - the roots of the deen - a
survey of the vital Muslim worldview, proceeding then through
purification and the acts of 'ibadah, the ordinary transactions
such as marriage, divorce, buying and selling and so forth,
and concluding with chapters of a general and miscellaneous
nature. The book is here matched by the outstanding lucidity
of the translation which reveals a book written in a narrative
descriptive style rather than in a didactic scholarly tone,
making it breathtakingly accessible. So significant was the
book's authorship and so quickly was it recognised that its
author became known as the "Young Malik" and his work
became a foundational pillar of the madhhab of the School of
Madinah and has endured for a millennium, in use both to
teach absolute beginners as intended and as a resource for
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scholars. This edition presents the translation in parallel with
the Arabic text without vowellisation (tashkeel). Ibn Abi Zayd
al-Qayrawani (310 AH/922 CE - 386 AH/996 CE) was born in
Qayrawan in Tunisia, arguably one of the most important
Muslim cities after Makkah and Madinah, which was always
famous for learning and in particular for its staunch
adherence to the school of the people of Madinah as
transmitted by Imam Malik. His life was overshadowed by the
Fatimid dynasty, during which he and the other teachers of
Qayrawan calmly kept alive the teaching of the Book of Allah
and the Sunnah. Among his other well-known works are the
massive multi-volume an-Nawadir wa'z-Ziyadat and a
mukhtasar-abridgement of the Mudawwanah of which only
the Kitab al-Jami', a comprehensive work containing a wide
variety of topics, is extant. Aisha Bewley is the translator of a
large number of classical works of Islam and Sufism, often in
collaboration with Abdalhaqq Bewley, notably The Noble
Qur'an - a New Rendering of Its Meanings in English;
Muhammad, Messenger of Allah - the translation of Qadi
'Iyad's ash-Shifa'; the Muwatta' of Imam Malik ibn Anas; and
Imam an-Nawawi's Riyad as-Salihin.

The Hidayah has dominated the field of Islamic
jurisprudence since the day it was written over 800
years ago. It has been the primary text used by
Muslims jurist to issue authentic and reliable rulings
on Islamic law according to the school of Imam Abu
Hanifa (d 150H/767CE). The Hidayah commands
such an authoritative position amongst the doctors of
law that the knowledge of a scholar who has not
read it is not considered reliable. It has been a
standard text in the curricula of Islamic law schools
since the 12th century. It was first translated into
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English by Charles Hamilton in 1791. Around 70
huge commentaries, some spread over more than a
dozen volumes have been written on it. The number
of explanatory glosses is in thousands.
Comprehensive in content and conveniently
organized, with the publication of this all previous
works that discussed Islamic jurisprudence
according to the Hanafi law become outmoded and
soon fell into disuse. If revealed books are not taken
into account, never has a book received so much
attention as the Hidayah. This landmark publication
of the Hidayah not only has been translated in its
entirety for the first time but has been done so from
Arabic, the language in which it was written. The
author, Shaykh Al Islam, Burhan Al-Din Marghanani
(d 593 AH/ 1197 CE) was considered to be the
leading jurist of the Muslim world in his times. "The
hidayah is justly celebrated as the most practical and
useful summary compilation of Hanafi jurisprudence.
It has been a standard text in the curricula of Islamic
law schools since the 12th century. It was first
translated by Charles Hamilton in 1791. A new
translation into modern English has been long
overdue. This translation by Imran Ahsan Khan
Nyazee is both precise and straight forward. With his
knowledge of Islamic law and jurispudence
combined with his command of both the Arabic and
English languages, he has conveyed the meaning of
the original with great clarity. The hidayah is a dense
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work, intended for use in teaching Hanafi fiqh - it is a
work that needs explication if its arguments are to be
understood fully. This the translator has provided
through this valuable notes" Dr Mohammad Akram
Nadwi, research fellow, Oxford centre for Islamic
studies, Oxford
A Basic Hanafi Primer on Faith, Prayer, & the Path
of SalvationAllah has commanded us to worship and
obey Him, with sincerity, out of reverence, love, and
thankfulness. He says in the Quran, And they are
ordered only to serve Allah, keeping religion pure for
Him, to remain upright, and to establish worship and
to pay the poor-due. That is true religion (Quran,
98.5).This worship is not possible without
knowledge. This short work outlines the absolute
essentials of this knowledge: in faith, prayer, and key
points related to ones life and dealings.It is based on
the methodology of traditional Sunni Islam,
according to the Hanafi school, the largest school of
Islamic law, and its purpose is to make ones worship
valid, sound, and proper in a short amount of time.
Learn the basics & essentials of Islamic beliefs Make
your purification and prayer proper, sound, & valid
Learn key issues on the path to Paradise
'Rulings on sales and transactions taken from
Mukhtasar Al Quduri and explained' is a book based
on the laws and regulations existing in the Hanafi
Fiqh taken from the renowned book Mukhtasar Al
Quduri and explained in simple terms for students
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around the world studying the Arabic text. Sales'
being a crucial but complex topic in every Muslims
life nearly every day it is essential to understand its
rulings in order to implement them, therefore this
book explains these rulings with examples. It
includes 12 chapters based on Riba, advance
payment, invalid sales, uncertain transactions and
other topics. Sales is a topic which most readers
wouldn't look at, it is important for many to
understand these rulings as they fall into our
everyday lives, it is also an under served topic in the
market, which means that people tend to overlook it.
This topic is interesting and very educational which
makes it ideal for students as it is based on
Mukhtasar Al Quduri which is studied in many
institutions.
In recent decades many attacks have been launched
against the concept of taqlid [following a school of
Islamic law]. Opposition has ranged from being mild
with degrees of acceptance to malicious attacks.
Certain extreme elements have gone so far as to
brand those who follow a madhhab [school] as
mushrik [polytheist]. Much of the opposition has
been a result of misunderstanding the realities of this
concept.The first part of this book seeks to clarify
certain aspects of taqlid that have been
misunderstood and gravely distorted. It sheds light
on the necessity of taqlid, its history, and its role in
todays world. The second part includes several
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chapters devoted to issues regarding salat [ritual
prayer] according to the Hanafi school of law.
Through illustrative examples and detailed
discussions, the chapters on prayer sufficiently
demonstrate the sophisticated legal philosophy
employed by the Hanafi school (indeed all the
madhhabs) in their derivation of legal rulings from
the source texts of Islam.All rulings have been
supported with evidentiary proofs from the Quran
and Hadith. The author delivers an even-handed
presentation of arguments throughout the book. He
intends neither to offend nor to perpetuate polemic
disputes, but rather to state the facts in a lucid and
rational style, with a view to appeal to the reader's
sense of reason.
In our day, which is characterized by a great
misunderstanding of Islam, this work outlines the
ideal of an Islamic society at the time of the Prophet
Muhammad.
The intention in compiling this brief commentary on
the section of commercial law (Kitab Al Buyu) from
the Mukhtasar of Al Quduri is to assist the layman
and the early learner in understanding the various
fiqhi terminologies and concepts in the manner laid
down by the classical authors on Hanafi
jurisprudence. A firm grasp of these fundamental
concepts in the initial years of study will lay a solid
foundation for a student to later build upon the more
detailed books and also when applying his to
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contemporary issues of commercial law. The
compiling author has attempted to convey the
explanation of the masail and indicate the
background reasoning in a simple manner without
excessive reference to technical jurisprudential
terminology, generally used by Arabic
commentators, leaving this for the student to
discover directly from these commentaries
themselves or in later studies.
The dictionary focuses primarily on the 19th and 20th
centuries, stressing topics of most interest to
Westerners. What emerges is a highly informative look at
the religious, political, and social spheres of the modern
Islamic world. Naturally, readers will find many entries on
topics of intense current interest, such as terrorism and
the Taliban, Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida, the PLO
and HAMAS. But the coverage goes well beyond recent
headlines. There are biographical profiles, ranging from
Naguib Mahfouz (the Nobel Prize winner from Egypt) to
Malcolm X, including political leaders, influential thinkers,
poets, scientists, and writers. Other entries cover major
political movements, militant groups, and religious sects
as well as terms from Islamic law, culture, and religion,
key historical events, and important landmarks (such as
Mecca and Medina). A series of entries looks at Islam in
individual nations, such as Afghanistan, the West Bank
and Gaza, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the United States,
and the
A translation of the first of four volumes, this detailed
reference provides the four legal views of Islamic acts of
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worship according to the interpretations of more recent
traditionalists rather than from a medieval perspective.
Dealing with the forms of worship, the volume elucidates
the laws concerning ritual purity, ritual prayers, fasting,
spiritual retreats, and the pilgrimage to Mecca which are
discussed in-depth. A comprehensive glossary of Islamic
terminology is also included, making this foundational
text an ideal selection for academic libraries or
individuals interested in an essential manual for the
performance of religious duties of Islam.
The Hidayah has dominated the field of Islamic
jurisprudence since the day it was written over 800 years
ago. It has been the primary text used by Muslims jurist
to issue authentic and reliable rulingson Islamic law
according to the school of Imam Abu Hanifa (d
150H/767CE). The Hidayah commands such an
authoritative position amonst the doctors of law that the
knowledge of a scholar hoa has not read it is not
considered reliable. It has been a standard text in the
curricula of Islamic law schools since the 12th century. It
was first translated into English by Charles Hamilton in
1791. Around 70 hude commentaries, some spread over
more than a dozen volumes have been written on it. The
number of explanatory glosses is in thousands.
Comprehensive in content and conveniently organized,
with the publication of this all previous workds that
discussed Islamic jurisprudence according to the Hanafi
law become outmoded and soon fell into disuse. If
revealed books are not taken into account, never has a
book received so much attention as the Hidayah. This
landmark publication of the HIdayah not only has been
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translated in its entirety for the first time but has been
done so from Arabic, the language in which it was
written.
The Hidayah has dominated the field of Islamic
jurisprudence since the day it was written over 800 years
ago. It has been the primary text used by Muslim jurists
to issue authentic and reliable rulings on Islamic law
according to the school of Imam Abu Hanifah
(d.150AH/767CE). The Hidayah commands such an
authoritative position amongst the doctors of law that the
knowledge of a scholar who has not read it is not
considered reliable. Around 70 huge commentaries,
some spread over more than a dozen volumes, have
been written on it. The number of explanatory glosses is
in the thousands. Comprehensive in content and
conveniently organized, with the publication of this book
all previous works that discussed Islamic jurisprudence
according to Hanafi law became outmoded and soon fell
into disuse. If revealed books are not taken into account,
never has a book received so much attention as the
Hidayah. This landmark publication of The Hidayah not
only has been translated in its entirety for the first time
but has been done so from Arabic, the language in which
it was written.
The contents in this book are either derived or taken
directly, from the works of the following noble scholars:
Sheikh Abu Ihsan Al-Asiri & Sheikh Abu Aaliyah
SurkheelMay Allah SWT reward them for their efforts.As
an editor, I have edited, compiled, and presented various
separate articles as one succinct work in book form.The
original contents have been expanded and
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complimented with other relevant information and details
where considered necessary. In doing so, I have also
included opinions and explanations from other notable
scholars.All the credits for this book go to these notable
scholars and the sole purpose of my effort was to convey
this treasure to those who are eagerly looking for it. May
Allah make it a source of successs for all of us in this
world and the hereafter.
This translation of Mukhtasar Minhaj Al-Qasidin is an
abridged version of ibn Al-Jawzi's summary of Imam Abu
Hamid Al-Ghazali's well known book, Ihya Ulum AdDin.In Imam Al-Ghazalis Ihya Ulum Ad-Din (The
Revitalization of Sciences of Religion) apparently has
some defects that only scholars can realize, such as the
narrations which have been traced back to the prophet
while they are fabricated or inauthentic. Therefore, Imam
Ibn Al-Jawziyy compiled this book free of those defects,
while retaining the benefits on the original book. In this
book the author relied only on authentic and famous
narrations, and removed from or added to the original
book what he seemed necessary. This book is divided
into four chapters: Chapter One: Acts of WorshipChapter
Two: CustomsChapter Three: Destructive FlawsChapter
Four: Means of SalvationEach one of these four chapters
consists of numerous titles and sub-titles.

The very first work for the student learning their
Deen according to the School of Madina as
transmitted by Imam Malik.
Translated ... by C. Hamilton. with preface and index
by S.G. Grady
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Mukhtasar Al QuduriAn Explanatory TranslationThe
Mukhtasar Al-QuduriA Manual of Islamic Law
According to the Hanafi School
The Mukhtasar Al-Quduri is one of the most
celebrated and influential treatises in any Muslim
school of methodology and thought and is the
foundation for the Hanafi school. It is both the first
source for scholars and a manual for the general
reader.
Packed with humour, to amuse adults and children
alike, this read-aloud picture book captures the
imagination of a whimsical little boy who describes
some of his very human characteristics as if he were
a dinosaur. Referring to himself as a Fastosaurus
Rex, Whyceratops, Readabookadocus,
Tellafibasaurus, Muddyraptor, and many others, he
explains why he can be all these different dinosaurs,
and why if dinosaurs were still around, they would
understand him quite well!
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